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Everyone has heard of Albert Einstein-but what exactly did he do? How much do kids really
know about Albert Einstein besides the funny hair and genius label? For instance, do they know
that he was expelled from school as a kid? Finally, here's the story of Albert Einstein's life, told in
a fun, engaging way that clearly explores the world he lived in and changed.Spanish
Description:Todos hemos oido hablar de Albert Einstein, pero realmente sabemos que fue lo
que hizo? Ademas de su melena alocada y el nombrete de genio, que tanto conocen nuestros
ninos sobre este increible hombre? Por ejemplo, cuantos saben que a Einstein lo expulsaron de
la escuela cuando era nino? La historia de la vida de Albert Einstein es contada por primera vez
en una forma divertida que ilustra claramente el mundo que vivio y transformo.

"Nicole R. Rice and Margaret Aziza Pappano present the most powerful argument to date about
the ways that cycle plays allowed artisans to perform their changing socioeconomic identities in
English towns over several centuries. Their impressive and detailed knowledge of the craft
cultures of both towns supports a fascinating new comparison between York’s and Chester’s
versions of biblical history." ―Kathleen Ashley, University of Southern Maine"The Civic Cycles is
an outstanding take on the urban dramas of medieval York and Chester, complementing
previous historicist scholarship on these plays while expanding the political frame of reference.
This volume is poised to become a major book in early English drama studies, a text that
coordinates and assimilates all of the revisionary historicist work on the cycles from the previous
two decades even as it takes that historicism to the next level of complexity." ―Robert W. Barrett,
Jr., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign"Suitable for undergraduates and advanced
scholars alike, this lucidly written and solidly documented analysis of the Chester and York
cycles offers a welcome return to questions of urban commerce and social identity in civic
religious drama. It convincingly shows the central place of artisanal aspirations and concerns
and the complex and, at times, combative relationship of the artisan companies with their
mercantile superiors, on the one hand, and the underclass of unskilled laborers and urban poor,
on the other. Rice and Pappano offer a fresh reappraisal of the decline and cessation of the
cycles, taking an original approach to economic factors (e.g., new poor laws) intersecting with
political and religious opposition. The book is an important contribution to early English drama
studies." ―Paul Whitfield White, Purdue University“This heady and poignant volume gathers and
revises a number of important essays on the Civic Cycles by Nicole R. Rice and Margarete
Aziza Pappano, peers and pioneers in studying the social history of the genre. . . . The chapters
progress with consistent rhetorical energy, as the voices of these critics blend harmoniously,
displaying what must have been some substantial collaborative effort at crafting a unified tone
and rhetoric.” ―Comitatus“This detailed, nuanced historical material allows them to make strong,



equally nuanced claims about how the guilds made use of the various plays they produced.
From the ways artisans used the drama to differentiate themselves from merchant, to the ways in
which servants and women were treated as unruled labor in need of control, Rice and Pappano
show how the civic plays offer a rich understanding of the complex world of work, city life, and,
most important, the interactions between different levels of society.” ―Choice"As is fitting for a
book about the collaborative work that was medieval drama, this study of the York and Chester
cycle plays over the longue durée of their performance history is itself a joint venture by two
scholars whose voices blend seamlessly into the final product: a fascinating, finely executed
monograph that should become essential reading for all who study and teach medieval and
early modern drama in general and the English cycle plays in particular." ―Speculum“It is
therefore with considerable pleasure that I opened Nicole Rice and Maragaret Pappano’s new
study . . . Rice and Pappano have built the structure of their argument on the work of the scholars
who are principally responsible for the changes in our understanding of the field; it is also
heartening to see that they have incorporated the work of a number of younger scholars who
have been nurtured on this new understanding.” ―Renaissance Quarterly“Nicole F. Rice and
Margaret Aziza Pappano . . . [engage] closely with the texts to tease out social attitudes and
contrast the messages presented in two differing structures of urban government. . . . The
authors draw on an extensive range of primary and secondary material to present a closely
argued case.” ―Sixteenth Century Journal“For the first time, we have a well-researched and
helpful study of the place of the artisan class in the production of the civic religious drama.”
―Early TheatreAbout the AuthorNicole R. Rice is associate professor of English at St. John's
University. She is the author of Lay Piety and Religious Discipline in Middle English
Literature.Margaret Aziza Pappano is associate professor of English at Queen's University.
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Who Was Amelia Earhart? Who Was Ben Franklin? What Is the Declaration of Independence?
(What Was?) Who Was Galileo?



Angie S, “Albert Einstein. Great read in the time being back when younger, and great read for
younger ones still learning.”

Daniel W., “Well Written, Great for Book Reports. Great little read with interesting facts. Perfect
for a summer book report!”

Escorpiona, “  . ”

aishah, “Inspired to the moon. I read it when I needed inspiration as people care so much about
looks but not about a person’s contributions to humanity… but when reading his story I was
inspired. I liked that Albert Einstein didn’t care a lot about his looks and spent his time on what
mattered most his knowledge, his studies, and mathematics. I didn’t like something related to his
choices in life but maybe it’s his way of living. I love Albert Einstein so much. And I love
mathematics and knowledge too.”

V. Enkers, “Great book for kids who hate reading.. Ok, I'm going to start off by saying that my son
absolutely HATES to read. He's always struggled with reading. This is the first book he read on
his own without me pushing him to read. He's in middle school so this is a little under his grade
level, but it was perfect for him. He had to read a biography for school, so I got him "Who was
Frank Lloyd Wright?" ( my son loves building, and thought he might find it a little interesting)
Surprisingly, he enjoyed it, and completed his book report before the deadline. So I bought him
this book to read for fun because he also loves science. He had it finished in under 2 weeks! So
I will definitely be buying more books (or checking them out from the library) in the near future.
FINALLY!  A book series my son WANTS to read!!!  And they're educational too!”

Jason, “Buen libro. Tiene un lenguaje fácil de entender y divertido para los niños, es una manera
divertida para que ellos aprendan sobre personas y temas que muchas veces para ellos es
aburrido”

M. Parris, “About Albert Einstein book. Hi. I am in second grade my mom got a book about Albert
Einstein. Today I will share with you facts about Albert Einstein. I like the book because it is funny.
The part I like is that he will sleep until he is waken. He will not sleep until someone tells him to
sleep. He will not stop eating until someone tells him to stop, He will not eat until someone tells
him to eat. I think it is funny because I have never seen people do things like he does. I would not
want to be like the things I listed because it would be weird. It would be weird because only one
person has been like him which is AlbertEinstein. I would not want to be like that because it
would be embarrassing. You should read the book because the book has a lot of facts about
Albert Einstein.”



A. McConnell, “Purchased for 5th grade AR test. I purchased a Kindle copy for a 5th grade AR
test due the next day. It was $4 to $5 more than the actual book would have cost. I didn't have
time to wait for Amazon Prime "2-day" shipping.I used to be a teacher and personally find the
idea that children should be able to read a non-fiction book such as "What Was the
Hindenburg?" or "Who was Christopher Columbus?" in one day and remember every date and
fact for a test the next day. Most adults would have to study that information repeatedly to
perform well on a test. Why are children held to a higher standard? Idk!The biographies are
easier for retaining info because they are in story format. So the Albert Einstein book is one of
the best in the series. If your looking because your child has an AR test tomorrow then I would
recommend this book for a strong reader and expect a passing score of 80%.”

Wail A Mohammed, “Good read for 9-11 years old. Exciting style of story telling .. little one loved
it”

Ewan’s mum, “Great book which gives my son. Great book which gives my son, a confident. He’s
autistic after he read this book, he thought its not only him who struggled socializing.”

Ac Aldridge, “An introduction to Einstein. A great book for children to read all about a game
changer in modern Physics. Both of my children (8 & 9) found this book interesting and full of
useful facts about Einstein's life and work.”

Miss Ruth Robinson, “Lovely set of books. Great set of books”

D I Powell - Masters, “enjoyed learning interesting things about Einstein. Really well written, it
has captivated both my 5 and 9 year old boys. Even we, as adults reading it to them, enjoyed
learning interesting things about Einstein.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 2,245 people have provided feedback.
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